














































































































...Conscious that the problems of ocean space 
are closely interrelated and need to be con
sidered as a, whole...
Resolution of the General Assembly 2750 C (XXV) 
adopted 17 becember, 1970»

When the U.N. Cohfe/t'ence on the Lav- of the Sea 
opened on June 20, 1974, at the magnificent, not yet 
quite finished Parque Central of Caracas, delegates 
were milling in the lobby of the "Plenary” Hall, in 
front of a special exhibit. The Government of Jamaica 
had placed its country on the list of candidates aspi r- 
ing to host the headquarters of the Seabed Authority 
to be established b. this Conference. Jamaica had set 

ckt'C-tr aside a large piece of^land, fry. d* I" ypu
U i/l fP ' C.'If flu // ¿Au ^

There was no delegate who would not stop on his 
way to the "Plenary" to get a glimpse of the beautiful 
photos ana plans, which seeraea to symbolise and make 
concrete the aspirations of this Conference: the creation 
of a new $ppe of international organization to manage 
the resources of the seabed beyond the limits of national 
jurisdiction for the benefit of all mankind, with 
special regard for the needs of the developing nations.

Now, after a month of debates, the pictures
are still hhere, on the wall, but heat ano. humidity 
have begun to wither and crumple the paper. Some main
tenance work required -fhe temporary placing of a ladder 
right in front of the exhibit, which seems to be all 
but forgotten. No one bothers to stop there any more, 
look at it —  o2> even think of it.

For what is uppermost in every one’s mind right 
now, is the issue of the "economic zone," that is, the 
extension of national jurisdiction over an area covering 
200 miles from the coast. In this area., the coastal nation 
would control resource exploration and exploitation,
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scientific res arch, navigation, and pollution.
True, lip service is still being paid to the need 

for an international seabdd regime beyond the limits of 
national jurisdiction, and one of the main committees 
—  the First Committee under the brilliant leadership 
of Ambassador Paul Pamela Engo of Cameroon —  is 
charged exclusively with the elaboration of its "machin
ery" in accordance \ ith the Principles adopted by 
the U.N. in 1970, ̂  But there is something almost eery 
in hearing the formulas of 1970 recited —  about the 
redistribution of the great wealth of the oceans, the 
Common Heritage of Mankind; about the participation of 
developing nations in decision-making; abo-̂ t the trans
fer of tec nologies, and the closing of the develop
ment gap: for the common heritage we are talking about 
today just is not what it was in 1970.

Then it comprised more than three Quarters of 
ocean space, having a very considerable economic potential, 
from the exploitation of hydrocarbons to that of hard 
minerals, and as a consequence it would have had a 
financial b&sis for significant distribution of financial 
benefit to poorer nations. The size and resources of 
the area would also have made possible reasonably 
effective international measures for the control of 
marine pollution and independent research leading to 
effective scientific and technological transfers.

The seabed regime of which we are speaking today 
has none of these attributes. xts area, in the concept 
of some delegations, covers the abyssal ocean floor 
only. Its only business —  at least for the nerct^ few 
decades —  is manganese nodule mining, yidling an 
international royalty or tax revenue of not more than 
200 million annually, or just barely enough to cover 
the operating costs of the future "authority" and 
certainly insufficient to effect any significant distrib*
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ution of financial benefits.
Such a situation does not need, cannot afford, 

and will not tolerate a complex ana costly machinery, 
aboflt the strucTthre of which, furthermore, the techno
logically less developed nations will have very 
little to say.yyLt is an open s< cret that the companies 
of the nodule mining countries have been and are now 
negotiating the terms of their cooperation in the 
exploitation of nodules. It is not likely that they will 
come up with a machinery providing for the effective 
participation of the developing nations in decision
making and management! There is, at the same time, 
an unhole so ie haste in the air surrounding the delegations 
of the nodule-ming nations —  a mood of:"Hurry up! 
sign o n  the dottea line —  while yet your minds are 
taken by the euphoria over the economic zone —  or 
we’ll go ahead without you."

an-nmlnsp-iring—analro'gy between thisThere
development and"'that of the "energy crisis."

Memories are short, and thus it was quickly for
gotten that it was the State Department under advii 
by the oil companies, that first suggested a hike in 
the price of crude. Then it w^h"'quickly blamed on 
OPEC and the Arabs, T'he developing nations hailed 
it as a triumph: the beginning of the end of imperialistic 
exploitation. Were-lhey aware that they^play^fi directly 
into the handtof the big oil companies? it was the

l
companieshat got out of the "crisis" the hugest 
profits in their history. very few developing nations 
gained, and most of them lost dramatically.

It has been, forgotten —  ana mentioned here only 
tyKtJ  ̂Y jUju/maJ' ¿W * la * Mvby one delegate, Ne Lhei'lHnds —

that the extension of national jurisdiction in ocean 
space was first proclai^jed, not by a~ developing nation^ 
but by the United states, with the Truman Proclamation 
of 1945. ‘T^is was then whole-heartedly embraced by
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the oil companies, and later also by other industrial 
concerns, for whom it seemed more convenient to deal 
with one weak country at a time with regard to the 
exploitation of resources under its jurisdiction, than 
to deal with a strong international organization.

Now the economic zone is presented as aV < : «
generous concession by the rich to the poorl^Vvhat is 
sure is that the rich are going to profit
from it; and that most poor nations will not gain at 
all —  which will further widen the development gap —  
while a/¥§w^may gain, but their gains will be far less 
spectacular, and far more speculative, than the gains 
of some of the oil producing developing nations. The 
great problems of the oceans —  the effective conservation 
and management of living resources; pollution; will 
remain unattended.

Bitter delusion is bound to set in over the next
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few years. thl̂ o-at'̂ e-f the

The Conference should take its time:
the time necessary to consummate the great change that ¿W ~
is needed, and that is in the making, in the structure .
of international relations and. in the relations between
i’ich and poor nations. This reauires a re-consideration t?-*«***«

«“¿ft* ̂of the whole concept of the seabed regime beyond the limits
of national jurisdiction. The adoption of the economic 
gonw is changing its meaning. It must be re-adapted 
to the new circumstances. This con be done, not by

/*abandoning the shriveled concept of the common heritage
[At # i.. ylof mankind, but by it. •Lhe moment has come to /

enlarge it, b;, extending it from the seabed to ocean- „
space beyond the limits of national jurisdiction, kn
ocean-space authority is needed to regulate and manage fa't/c

^  ̂  aijtiAU *j ( J
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all uses, old and new, of ocean-space and resources,
and their interactions, as well as the interactions; of
these uses in international ocean-space with tiiat in
national ocean space, ^ome delegations are already ^
pushing in this direction: Bangladesh; Venezuela, But /
it is an arduous task. -Lt will take time.



Box 4716

Santa Barbara, California 93103 Pacem in M aribus
August 14, 1974.

Lear Luke:
X am preparing three things for you: an "aide-memoir 
setting forth the reasons why the Seabed Authority must 
have enlarged competences anc functions; this you will 
get tomorrow.

The second is a statement as to how the terms of 
reference for the First Committee ought to be changed.
I think the new terms of reference should be, approximately:

to consider an international regime for ocean spacej
comprising the surface, water column, the seabeu and_s uhdiii——
thereof; and appropriate internal' ional machinery to— — 
effect to this regime —

it being understood that with regard to the pri:• cipie_s_ 
of this regime there is little to and Lo what has all eady 
been achieves by the First Committee concerning the seabea.
The principal change is tnat "the area" how would mean 
"ocean space" which would become the Common heritage of Lankina, 
and that the functions of the regime would be enlarged 
appropriately;

it being understood, furthermore, that with regard Lo 
-the machinery all the work accomplished by the first Commiti.ee, 
and especially the agreement reached by the 77 on Article 9, 
remains valid, and becomes economically ana politically more 
effective, in the enlarged context.

The third thing 1 wanted to prepare for you —  which is 
really the first, ana most- urgent, is to have some proceuuial 
reasons for the calling of the joint session between the
First ano. ¿econo. Committee.

And here it is clear that subject matters in the two 
Committees are overlapping ano cannot, in the long run, 
be dealt with meaningfully in separation* since such

International Ocean Institute
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separation is bound to engender duplications of efforts 
as well as contradictions. Here are a few examples of 
subjects that must be discussed jointly between the two • 
Committees:

(3i) Dispute settlement procedure. Is there to be one 
dispute settlement system for disputes arising from seabed 
mineral mining and a separate one lor issues arising from 
other areas of the law of the sea? 'who decides under which 
system a particular dispute would fall? Is it more likely 
that there will be one system for all issues arising under 
the new law of the sea? Is it meaningful to attach a broadly 
competent dispute settlement system to a seabed machinery/
Can a dispute settlement systetft function effectively if it 
is not attached to a.n effective machinery?

(2) Criteria for the delimitation of the international area. 
This, obviously, is essential for the economic implications
of mineral raining from the international sea-bed area, 
but it is also discussed in the Second Committee.

(3) To reach the international seabed one ha.s to go 
thro ugh the superjacent water: How can the concept oi the 
High Seas be reconciled with the concept of the Sea—bed as 
the Common Heritage of mankind? Are mining ships to operate 
under the principle of the freedom of the High Seas, or are 
they under the jurisdiction oi the seu-^eci authority/ what 
competences, in the suprajacent waters, are needed for the 
sea-bed authority to enforce production controls, safety and 
anti-pollution standards for mining ships, as well as customs 
provisions with regard to mined minerals/ On the other hand, 
what about the jurisdiction over submarines which may be 
stationed temporarily on the international seabed?

(4) The Second Committee has repeatedly referred to the 
freedom of laying cobles and pipelines in ■ the international area..

International Ocean Institute
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Hovu can this be reconciled with the authority over the 
international seabed area and its resources?

(5) How are the living resources of the seabed to be 
defined: How are they to be distinguished from the living 
resources to be dealt with by the Secono Committee? Which 
ones are subject to the jurisdiction of the Seabed Authority, 
which ones are subject to the competence oi intergovernmental 
fisheries commissions? v/hat happens where there are overlapping 
food chains? This is not so much an economic question since the 
living resources of the seabed are not very considerable, but 
it certainly is a legal Question. One should also take into 
consideration that there are shfQ-lows in the international area, 
and. that living seabed resources could be developed in such areas.

(6) What about structures which may be connected with the 
sea—bed beyond national jurisdiction? Linder what regime do 
they fall? the Second Committee has been dealing with arti
ficial islands. There certainly is an overlap of competences —  
if not presently, then in the foreseeable future.

To have a first meeting, pointing to the existence oi such 
issues and to the fact that the present terms of reference are 
obsolete, woulo certainly be useful, delegations could then 
take the question up with tneir Governments, and the terms 
of reference might be adjusted before the next Cession.

Heedless to say, it should be pointed out that there 
are similar overlaps between -the Second and Thíra Committees, 
as well as, ana quite particularly, between the Third and the 
First. The whole question of scientific research must be dis
cussed jointly, since it is meaningless to divide “water-column 
research“ from “seabed research," a,no the regulation of scieniiiic 
research separate from the machinery. Also with regara to pollution
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controls, obviously, the ocean system must be treateo. 
as a whole, Perhaps there won’t be time now for all these 
joint meetings, but at least the need, should be expressed 
now,

More tomorrow.
All the best,

Yours,

Elisabeth Mann Borgese.A"®
P. S. a seventh point of overlap between the First ana ¡Second 
Committee —  of great importance —  is regional organisation.
The uses of regional ocean space ore too intense to allow 
for multiple regimes in one o.rea. Transnational problems 
such as fisheries conservation one development, pollution 
control, transfer of scientific lenow—how and. tecnnology, 
will increasingly be dea.lt with by one regional organization 
for each area, which must be set up in such a way that it 
can complement integrated coastal management under national 
jurisdiction. If regional systems deal also with Questions 
arising from mineral mining, there will be incompatibilities 
bE&w&K and contradictions between multi-functional regional 
organizations and. a single—function intern; tional sec»..bed regime. 
But this, perhaps belongs into the "aid-memoir" for tomorrow.
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